SUPPLY LIST
Thank you for signing up for the Newport Art Museum Workshop.
If you don't have something on my supply list don't worry, I will bring extras.
Gotcha covered!
I recommend using a limited palette for the class. Either oil paints or if you prefer acrylics.
You can also bring any other color you typically like to use, here is a suggested list.
Titanium White
Cadmium Yellow Lemon
Indian Yellow (optional)
Yellow Ochre
Cadmium Red
Alizarin Red
Viridian or Sap Green
Ultramarine Blue
Cobalt Blue (optional)
Required! A note book or drawing pad to work on some quick composition sketches. Along
with something to draw with. Example magic marker, pencils, highlighters, pens etc….
Brushes
Bring your favorite brushes.
I personally like ats and brights, sizes 4,6,8,10 also bring ( if you have ) a larger 1 inch at
brush. My experience is larger brushes can speed the learning curve.
A few small rounds or rigger brushes can help with nal details.
Assorted Palette knives for mixing colors and applying paints.
Two 8x10” or two 9x12” panels or canvases. Nothing larger than 12”x16”
I highly recommend centurion panels from Jerry’s Artarama. They are linen and reasonably
priced.I will bring some of these if want to purchase.
Odorless solvent for cleaning brushes (I like Gamasol, I will bring some). Air tight container to
hold solvent.
An portable easel with a paint palette. I recommend French Easel. Open M box, Alla Prima
Easel, to mention a few. The easel needs to be stable in outdoor conditions.
Please be familiar with set up prior to class. A chair if you want to sit.
Rags to clean up with old tee shirts or Bounty work well. Bug spray, sunscreen, hat, water, and
a bag lunch.
A camera/ iPhone/ iPad if you want to take photos. iPads are great for looking at reference
photos and other painters. I will also show you some other uses with iPad if you are interested.
If you have any question email me at mfpaintings@gmail.com or text me at 401-487-0014
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PS please overlook any typos a grammar issues, I don't see them. Made the nuns crazy.

